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ABSTRACT

Bit-parallel addition can be performed using a number of adder stru
tures with different area and latency. However, the power consump
of different adder structures is not well studied. Further, the effec
pipelining adders to increase the throughput is not well studied. In t
thesis four different adders are described, implemented in VHDL
compared after synthesis. The results give a general idea of the t
delay-power tradeoffs between the adder structures. Pipelining
shown to be a good technique for increasing the circuit speed.
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1.1  Motivation

Addition is one of the basic arithmetic operations in binary arithmetic
adding two binary numbers. An adder should be designed to meet
requirements of many modern devices: small chip area and high cir
speed. Since high speed computer arithmetic units such as adders, multi
and fast dividers that dominate the power dissipation and device comple
is dramatically increasing nowadays, low power design has come to the
front in addition to the two traditional issues mentioned above. Especia
the adder is critical in the aim to reduce overall power consumption si
they are used for implementation of multipliers.

Bit-parallel addition can be performed using different structures on wh
different areas and latencies are yielded. However, the power consumpti
different adder structures is not well studied. Further, the effect of pipelin
adders to increase the throughput is not well studied. This thesis work aim
comparing some adder structures with respect to their throughputs, area
powers, and give a guide on which structure that yields the minimum po
consumption for a given throughput.
1
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1.2  Specification

The work is targeted at detailed power consumption analysis of a numbe
adder structures with respect to the data wordlength, the pipeline stage,
latency and power that the different adders use. In all cases, the analysis
be carried out on synthesised layout using Nanosim.

Among the various adders that have been studied, four typical adder ca
dates, namely Ripple Carry Adder (RCA), Carry Look-ahead Adder (CL
Carry Select Adder (CSEL) and Carry Save Adder (CSA), are investiga
with different number of pipeline stages. Both the adder bit-widths and
pipeline stages are parameterized for further synthesis and evaluation s
a general conclusion about the tradeoffs can be obtained.

1.3 Reading Outline

This thesis is organized into six sections:

Chapter 2 briefly introduces the different number representations that
used, as well as the tools that have been used in the work;

Chapter 3 presents the considered adder structures, in which specific
tures of each candidate are explained;

Chapter 4 focuses on the design and implementation, including both
VHDL code generation and further synthesis and evaluation proces
which are based on actual circuit layout generated using commercial syn
sis and place and route tools;
2
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Chapter 5 analyzes the detailed results when comparing the four cand
adders, in terms of their area, latency and power dissipation, based o
implementation results from the previous chapter. The effect of using p
lining is also investigated;

Chapter 6 gives the general conclusion of the work, some future work
still has to be done is followed.
3
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2.1  Number Representations

A binary addition takes two n-bit inputs, A0 - An-1 and B0 - Bn-1, to produce
an n-bit sum S0 - Sn-1.

2.1.1  Two’s-complement Number System

Two’s complement notation is an efficient way of representing signed nu
bers. This notation allows a computer to add and subtract numbers usin
same operation (thus we do not need to implement adders and subtrac
When a number is written in two’s complement notation, the most signific
bit of the number represents its sign: 0 means that the number is positive
1 means the number is negative. A positive number written in two’s-com
ment notation is the same as the number written in unsigned nota
(although the most significant bit must be zero). A negative number can
written in two’s complement notation in two steps: inverting all of the bits
its absolute value at first, and followed by adding one (‘1’) to the result.

Example

Consider the following 4-bit two’s complement numbers in binary form
Table 1.:
5
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The maximum number that can be represented with a k-bit two’s-com

ment notation is 2k-1-1, and the minimum number that can be represente

-2k-1. The maximum integer that can be represented in a 16-bit memory
ister is 32767, and the minimum integer is -32768.

2.1.2  Carry-Save Number Representation

The carry-save number system is often used when more than three ope
are added. A carry-save adder has three inputs and two outputs, one
sum, the other is the carry. The basic idea is to use the full adder struc
concurrently for each group of input operands. In this way, the carry and
sum can be seperated so that they can be computed in parallel. This m
that the latency of the addition is independent of the input word length.

For example, in Figure 1, a carry-save addition and its result are shown

TABLE 1. Two’s complement number examples

1=0001 -1=1110+1=1111

2=0010 -2=1101+1=1110

8=1000 -8=0111+1=1000

1000 represents -8, not 8. This is because the top-
most bit (the sign bit) is 1, indicating that the num-
ber is negative.
6
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2.2   Pipelining

Pipelining is a technique that shortens the circuit delay by placing a reg
in a combinational logic path to break the critical path. Pipelining has
advantage to get high throughput of a circuit because the register to reg
delay is the delay path that sets the clock rate. For the adder structures
cussed in this thesis, except for the carry save adder, the critical pa
always the carry of the adders, that is, from carry-in to carry-out.

For instance, in Figure 2. (a), there is an execution unit that is compose
two logic blocks connected in series. By inserting registers (Figure 2.
between them, the two series blocks are isolated so that the delay for
logic block is 1/2 of the total delay of the previous execution unit.

There is only a small area overhead and a little increase of power consu
tion of the example above. Both of them are coming from the regis

A

B

C

Sum

Carry

10111001

00101010

00111001

10101010

00111001

Fig 1. Carry-save number example.

Result    100011100
7
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inserted in the combinational logic. It is reasonable that an extra registe
the circuit will be a little area and power consuming. However, the perce
age of area increase of the register is trivial to the overall area of a large
complicated circuit. Also, the power comsumption can be largely redu
because the register works as an isolation to avoid glitch propagation,
there is a little power increase by the register.

2.3   Tools

Several tools have been used in the thesis work before the final area, s
and power consumption of the selected adders were compared. The
LeonardoSpectrum, Silicon Ensemble, Cadence, ModelSim, and Nanos

  Datapath A   Datapath B

     f/2     f/2

  Delay

Input

   f       f    f

 Datapath A  Datapath B

    Delay

(a) Critical datapath

(b) Pipelined datapath

D
F
F

D
F
F

D
F
F

D
F
F

D
F
F

Fig. 2 Pipelining.
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2.3.1  LeonardoSpectrum

LeonardoSpectrum is a synthesis tool that has been designed to handle
synthesis tasks.

LeonardoSpectrum offers advanced ASIC synthesis features such as: p
ful ASIC timing, area, and design rule optimization algorithms, indus
standard library support (.lib), links to layout, and pre-place and ro
(P&R) timing simulation support. It is technology independent as well
providing results accurate for deep submicron devices. ASIC libraries ba
on industry standards such as .lib ensure the accuracy and timely supp
new chip technologies. Design rule optimization guarantees the creatio
circuits that meet ASIC capacitance, fanout, and transition time requ
ments. LeonardoSpectrum ensures a smooth transition of designs from
thesis to layout.

2.3.2  Silicon Ensemble

The Silicon Ensemble place and route software is a system that can per
complex tasks needed to create the physical layout of an integrated cir
The main features are: grouping cells based on connectivity, placing c
automatically and incrementally, optimizing placement, routing by gene
ing interconnect wiring using global, final, power, clock, and special route
design data reading, writing and verifying, etc.
9
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2.3.3 Cadence

Cadence is an integrated software of custom IC design tools. It cont
environment from front to back design. Here, cadence is used to gene
Spice netlist of the designs, from a verilog format.

2.3.4 ModelSim

ModelSim is a popular and widely used VHDL and mixed-VHDL/Verilo
simulator and a fast-growing Verilog simulator. The popularity of ModelS
reflects Model Technology’s commitment to delivering the best simulat
technology, performance and support. ModelSim is uniquely architec
using technology that results in leading compiler/simulator performan
complete freedom to mix VHDL and Verilog and the ability to customize t
simulator. In addition, with each ModelSim license, designers enjoy Mo
Technology’s ease of use, debugging support, robust quality and tech
support.

2.3.5  Vtran

VTRAN is a program which reads the state/time information from simu
tion data files, performs some optional processing on this data and the
formats it for some other simulators.
10
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2.3.6  Nanosim

Nanosim is a transistor-level power simulator and analysis tool for CM
and BiCMOS circuit designs. It offers accurate power and current meas
ments and extensive diagnosis capabilities for successful design for
power. The advantage of Nanosim to other simulations is its faster run t
And the report of peak, average, and RMS currents provides straight
ward results.
11
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Various adder structures have been frequently studied, with each of t
having its superior advantages and unique characteristics in terms o
area, delay and power consideration. Four common adder structure
introduced in this chapter based on the implementation of this thesis wo

3.1   Ripple Carry Adder (RCA)

The ripple carry adder is the basis of any other adder structures since
simply composed of n-bit full adders that are connected in series. The f
tionality of a full adder can easily be obtained from its truth table, shown
Figure 3. (a), and from which we have the full adder gate level logic fu
tions (Figure 3. (b)).

For an n-bit ripple carry adder, the block diagram is shown below in Fig
4. Ripple carry adder is slow when the word length is large, because
propagation time from C0 to Cn includes all the carry bits in the worst case
13
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A

B

Cin+

Cout Sum

Cout A B A Cin⋅ B Cin⋅+ +⋅=

Sum A B Cin⊕ ⊕=

Fig. 3  Ripple Carry Adder.

Truth Table

A B Cin Sum Cout

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 1

0 1 0 0 1

0 1 1 1 0

1 0 0 0 1

1 0 1 1 0

1 1 0 1 0

1 1 1 1 1

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

+

AB

Cin

Sum

Cout

(a)

(b)
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3.2   Carry Look-ahead Adder (CLA)

The disadvantage of the ripple carry adder is that it is very slow when m
bits are added. The carry look-ahead adder solves this problem by prec
lation of the carry signals, based on the input signals. It is based on the
that a carry signal will be generated in two cases:

1. when both bitsAi andBi are 1, or

2. when one of the two bits is 1 and the carry from the previous stage is

 Thus, it can be written as

a0b0a1b1an-1bn-1anbn

c1 c0c2cn-2cn-1cn

s0s1sn-1sn

FAFAFAFA

Fig. 4  n-bit Ripple Carry Adder (RCA).

Ci 1+ Ai B⋅
i

Ai Bi C⋅⊕+=
i (1)
15
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Equation (1) can also be written as

where

are called the Generate and Propagate term, respectively.

Assume that the delay through an AND gate is one gate delay, and the d
through an XOR gate is two gate delays. Notice that the Propagate and
erate terms only depend on the input bits and, thus, will be valid after
and one gate delay, respectively. If equation (2) is used to calculate the c
signals, one does not need to wait for the carry to ripple through all the
vious stages to find its proper value. Hence, the carry for each bit is c
puted independently. As an example, let’s consider a 4-bit adder.

Ci 1+ Gi Pi Ci⋅+= (2)

Gi Ai Bi⋅= (3)

Pi Ai Bi⊕= (4)

C1 G0 P0 Cin⋅+= (5)

C2 G1 P1 G1⋅ P1 P0 C0⋅ ⋅+ += (6)

C3 G2 P2 G1⋅ P2 P1 G0⋅ ⋅ P2 P1 P0 Cin⋅ ⋅ ⋅+ + += (7)

C4 G3 P3 G2⋅ P3 P2 G1⋅ ⋅ P3 P2 P1 G0⋅ ⋅ ⋅ P3 P2 P1 P0 Cin⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅+ + + +=

  (8)
16
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The carry-out bit,Ci+1, of the last stage will be available after four delay
(two gate delays to calculate the Propagate signal and two delays as a
of the AND and OR gate). In this way, the carry of an n-bit carry look-ahe
adder can be recursively written as

The Sum signal can be calculated as follows:

The Sum bit will thus be available after two additional gate delays (due
the XOR gate) or a total of six gate delays after the input signalsAi andBi

have been applied. The advantage is that these delays will be the same
pendent of the number of bits one needs to add, in contrast to the ri
adder.

Below, the structure of an n-bit carry look-ahead adder in three block
illustrated in Figure 5.

Ci 1+ Gi Pi+ Gi 1– Pi 1– Ci 1–⋅+( )⋅ Gi Pi Gi 1–⋅ Pi Pi 1– Gi 2– Pi 1– Ci 2–⋅+( )⋅ ⋅+ += =

(9)

Sumi Pi Ci Gi⊕ ⊕=  (10)
17
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3.3   Carry Select Adder (CSEL)

A carry select adder computes two results in parallel, each for different c
input assumptions, and uses a computed carry in to select a correct res

A carry select adder is divided into sectors, as shown in Figure 6, eac
which (except the least significant block) performs two additions in para
one assuming a carry-in of zero, the other a carry-in of one. The ac
carry-in from the preceding sector selects one of the two adders. If the ca
in is zero, the sum and carry-out of the upper adder are selected. If the c
in is one, the sum and carry-out of the lower adder are selected. Within e
sector, a ripple carry adder structure is implemented, which means se
bits are input and computed in parallel.

Fig. 5   n-bit carry look-ahead adder.

G0~x P0~x

carryx

G(x+1)~y P(x+1)~y

carryy

G(y+1)~n P(y+1)~n

carryn

Cin

Sum0~x

A0~x B0~x

Sum(x+1)~y

A(x+1)~y B(x+1)~y

Sum(y+1)~n

A(y+1)~n B(y+1)~n

x+1 bits y-x bits  n-y bits

  ......   ......   ......

  ......   ......   ......
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The performance of the carry select adder is improved compared to the
ple carry adder. Instead of having to ripple through n-bit full adders,
carry now only has to pass through several multiplexers. The trade-off is
area, since each sector has two identical bits of ripple carry adders.

3.4   Carry-Save Adder

A carry-save adder is described in Figure 7: An n-bit adder that does
connect up the carrys. It is simply a parallel ensemble of n full-adders w
out any horizontal connection, and the carry is saved as an output and
propagated to the next higher-order adder. The latency of a carry-save a
is the same as that of a full adder. It reduces the addition of 3 numbers to
addition of 2 numbers, which is known as the 3:2 compressor since it tak
inputs and compresses them down to 2 output numbers. The propag
delay is independent of the number of bits, and the amount of circuitr
less than a carry select adder.

0

1

0

1

Cout (x+1)-bit
RCA

y-bit RCA

y-bit RCA

z-bit RCA

z-bit RCA

a0

  b0

  ....

ax

  bx
ax+1

bx+1
  ax+y

  bx+y

  ....

Sum0Sumx

 Sumx+1Sumx+y

an-z

bn-zbn-1

Sumn-zSumn-1

Fig. 6   n-bit Carry Select Adder (CSEL).

Cin

an-1

   ....

 ....

   ....

   ....

A Two to One
Multiplexer
19
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However, CSA has disadvantages. It does not actually solve the proble
adding two integers and producing a single output. Instead, it adds t
integers and produces two such that sum of these two is equal to the su
three inputs.

An example in Figure 1 instantiates how an 8-bit CSA is computed. A g
eral equation of an n-bit CSA is described below accordingly. Three n
integersA, B andC are added to produce two integersSum andC’ as

And theith bit of the sum and the (i+1)th bit of the carryCi+1’ is calculated
by using the following equations:

  ....

A0 B0 C0

 Sum0  C1’

A1 B1 C1

  Sum1   C2’

An-1 Bn-1 Cn-1

Sumn-1 Cn’

+  +  +

Fig. 7   carry-save adder (CSA).

Sum C'+ A B C+ += (11)

Sumi Ai Bi Ci⊕ ⊕= (12)

Ci 1+ ' Ai Bi⋅ Ai Ci⋅ Bi Ci⋅+ += (13)
20
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Pipelining of a carry-save adder is different compared to the previous a
structures. An example of an n-bit CSA with two pipeline stages is prese
in Figure 8 showing that there is no performance gain from pipelining fo
CSA -- the delay of a pipelined CSA is the same as the non-pipelined C
The register is inserted between the carry of the most significant bit of
lower block, and it is rippled to the upper block. However, the carry pas
through the register is not needed for the calculation of the sum and car
the upper block, due to the inherent characteristics of CSA that the dela
independent of the carries, as equation (13) presents. In this way, the d
from C1’ to Cn’ is identical to the delay in each pipelining block, in whic
the delay equals to that of a 1-bit full adder. The sum is the concatenatio
the sum results of the two blocks.

Ax+1 Bx+1 Cx+1

 Sum0
 Cx+1’

Ax Bx Cx

Sumn-1
Cn’

+  +

Fig.8   n-bit carry-save addition in two pipeline stages.

An-1 Bn-1 Cn-1

 Sumx
 C1’

A0  C0

     Sumx+1

 Cx+2’

++
D
F
F

B0

 &

Sum(n-1)~0

“&” denotes
concantenation

 Cx+1’

 Cn~1’

Sum(x+1)~(n-1)      Sum0~(x+1)

 Cx+1’
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There have been several approaches for implementation of the four a
candidates. They can be categorized in the following groups: circuit le
logic level and architecture or behaviour level approach. In this thesis,
logic level approach is the focus. The logic level design can be gener
divided by two main stages: technology independent and technology de
dent optimization. The first stage is to optimize the given logic equation
a given system and the second stage is mainly concerned in mapping a
logic to a certain technology library by using a technology mapping al
rithm.

4.1   VHDL Generator

4.1.1   Structural VHDL

The VHDL generator is the fundamental and the critical part of the the
work, from which both the synthesis and evaluation can be performed.

Structural VHDL is used to describe the four chosen adder circuits. The
son of using structural instead of behavioral VHDL is because of its s
ability, in other words, parameterization. In structural VHDL, the circu
can be implemented in a dedicated architecture, using a library of flex
arithmetic components in synthesizable VHDL.
23
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4.1.2   Reusable VHDL

The code reusability is also a challenge. The necessity of a technology i
pendent, synthesis and simulation tool independent VHDL code is hig
required to solve general problems. In this thesis, both parameterized w
lengths and parameterized pipelining stages fulfill the need of design re

4.1.3   VHDL Description

Packages are used as the basic element to implement hierarchical VHD

Package Constant

For example, a package of constants, as shown in Figure 9, makes it pos
to change only the values in the package constant. This affects all the
in the designs containing the parameter “bit_width”.

LIBRARY IEEE;
      USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all;

      - -  reusable word length
      Package par_pkg is

constant bit_width : integer := 16;
      END par_pkg;

Fig. 9 Package constant example.
24
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Also, the package constant can be used for parameterized pipeline stag
shown in Figure 10:

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use work.par_pkg.all;
use work.DFF.all;
use work.cla_pkg.all;

entity pipeline_cla is
  port(  signal clock : in std_logic;
 signal a,b  : in std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 0);

         signal cin  : in std_logic;
         signal sum  : out std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 0);
         signal cout : out std_logic);
  end pipeline_cla;

architecture structural of pipeline_cla is
  type IARRAY is array (natural range <>) of integer;
begin
        process(clock,a,b,cin)
                variable low_ix, high_ix, index : natural;

variable temp_sum  : std_logic_vector(sum’range);
variable temp_cout, cin_temp, regout: std_logic;

                constant p_level   : iarray(0 to 2) := (5,5,6);  -- pipeline stages
begin
                 cin_temp := cin;
                  low_ix := 0;
                  if (clock’event and clock = ’1’) then
                      for i in p_level’low to p_level’high loop
                           index := p_level(i);
                           high_ix := (index-1)+low_ix;
                           cla(a(high_ix downto low_ix), b(high_ix downto low_ix),
 cin_temp, temp_sum(high_ix downto low_ix), temp_cout);
                            reg(clock, temp_cout, regout);  --  register to pipeline carries
                            cin_temp := regout;
                            low_ix := high_ix + 1;
                         end loop;  -- i
                   end if;
                 sum <= temp_sum;
                 cout<= temp_cout;
end process;
end structural;

use all externally available package
items in “par_pkg” package

package contains the rising-edge
synchronized register

parameterized pipeline stages.
Local constant array of integers
is to define the stage sizes for the
adder. 5+5+6=16bits. Constant
array is used so that the stage
sizes are known at compile time

call the ‘cla’ procedure.
variables are passed in as
auguments and assigned to
the target signals

Fig. 10 Pipelined carry look-ahead adder in VHDL.
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Here a local constant array is defined as the pipeline stage size for
adders: 5+5+6 = 16 bits. In this way, the stage sizes can be known at com
time so that it can be implemented by the synthesis tools.

Block Procedures

To obtain a hierarchical adder structure realization, the functional uni
unfolded to implement the pipeline adders, that is, the VHDL procedure
organized to describe the structure in each pipeline stage, such as Figu
shows.

In the procedures, unconstrained arrays and VHDL attributes make the
gram synthesizeable. Unconstrained arrays reuse the design without sp
ing the bounds for variable width implementation, while the VHD
attributes such as ‘low, ‘high, ‘range make the code independent of the
type.
26



 Design Implementation
library IEEE;
USE IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;

package cla_pkg IS
procedure cla   (  x_in : in std_logic_vector;
                             y_in      : in std_logic_vector;
                             carry_in  : in std_logic;
                             sum       : out std_logic_vector;
                             carry_out : out std_logic);
END cla_pkg;

package body cla_pkg is
  -- generation block
  function carry_generate(x_in, y_in: in std_logic) return std_logic is
    begin
      return (x_in and y_in);
  end carry_generate;
  -- propagation block
  function carry_propagate(x_in, y_in : in std_logic) return std_logic is
    begin
      return x_in xor y_in;
  end carry_propagate;
  -- adder structure in each pipeline stage
procedure cla (   x_in : in std_logic_vector;
                            y_in : in std_logic_vector;
                            carry_in : in std_logic;
                            sum  : out std_logic_vector;
                            carry_out : out std_logic)  is
variable carry_in_internal : std_logic_vector(x_in’high-x_in’low+1 downto 0);
begin
  carry_in_internal(carry_in_internal’low) := carry_in;
  inst: for i in 0 to (x_in’high-x_in’low)  loop
     carry_in_internal(i+1) := carry_generate(x_in(i+x_in’low), y_in(i+y_in’low))
or (carry_propagate(x_in(i+x_in’low),y_in(i+y_in’low)) and carry_in_internal(i));
     sum(i+sum’low) :=  carry_propagate(x_in(i+x_in’low),y_in(i+y_in’low)) xor
 carry_in_internal(i);
   end loop;
     carry_out := carry_in_internal(carry_in_internal’high);
  end cla;
end cla_pkg;

generation block
description

propagation block
description

recursive expan-
sion of carry and
sum

Fig. 11  VHDL example of unfolded unit in each pipeline stages.
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4.2   Design Flow

Designs can be described in a hardware description language (HDL) s
turally, and then targeted to a particular silicon library through synthe
After that, the netlist is then going to be imported into the place and ro
tools. The layout will be converted into a SPICE description of the circu
The SPICE description is taken and converted to a form suitable for
power simulator, and the necessary simulator control and configuration
can be derived automatically from the SPICE netlist. The tools which h
been developed to automate this process also provide suitable input ve
for the simulator, and allow for the creation of shell scripts which will ex
cute the necessary commands to carry out the simulation. Figure 12 pro
a schematic view of the design process from start to finish.

4.2.1 Logic Synthesis

First, the design is implemented in VHDL, and the functionalities of t
adders are verified in ModelSim. The design is then synthesized in Leo
doSpectrum and saved as a verilog netlist. A post synthesis simulatio
the design is done to verify the design. In this thesis, the technology use
LeonardoSpectrum is ASIC/AMS/csx, which is a 0.35 m CMOS proce
After the synthesis, chip area and latency of the adders are presented
area is given as the number of instances used from the standard library.
presents a good indication of the relative areas between the adders. Th
cuit speed is given in the format of both frequency and the arrival time of
critical path in the circuit.

µ
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4.2.2 Clock Tree Generation

Once the designs have been verified at the gate level, it must be impleme
on silicon. Silicon Ensemble (which is part of the Cadence release) is u
to generate clock tree using the same technology as that was use
Leonardo. The designs were saved into verilog files in Leonardo.

High-level VHDL Description, function-
ality verification using ModelSim

Logic Synthesis using Leonardo, Verilog
netlist downto technology cells is saving

Clock Tree Generation by Silicon Ensem-
ble, Verilog netlist with clock is saving

Spice Netlist Generation for
Nanosim in Cadence

Stimuli Files Generation for Nano-
sim in ModelSim using VTRAN

Power Simulation in Nanosim

Fig. 12  Design Flow.
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By editing three macro runscript files, the previous verified designs can
imported into Silicon Ensemble, automatically placed, routed, checked
saved. The three runscript files are:gemma.macfor silicon ensemble,
including all the information for the automatic place and route procedu
ctgen.cmdfor clock tree generation, andctgen.constfor the constraints of
the clock tree.

After the designs are successfully implemented in Silicon Ensemble, ver
netlists for each design with clock buffers are generated, which will be u
in the next step for the spice netlist generation.

4.2.3  Spice Netlist Generation

In order to get an idea of how the design would work from the layout, a tr
sistor level simulation is performed. The main goal here is to obtain
netlist of the layout design from Cadence in the hspiceS format.

Cadence is initialized using the same technology as those used in the p
ous steps: csx. After importing the clock buffered verilog files, a schem
view of each design can be opened for further simulation. The hspi
netlist is created after the simulation succeeds. The edition of the netlist
makes sure that the supply voltage of each design is set to 3.3V.

4.2.4  Stimulus Files Generation

The command VTRAN in ModelSim is used to generate stimuli files.
invocation, VTRAN describes a command file with three block
OVF_BLOCK, PROC_BLOCK, and TVF_BLOCK. Their functions are fo
the specifying the format of the input data files, processing on the data,
the format of the output files, respectively.
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In our case, the clock buffered verilog netlists are simulated in ModelS
and a .vcd file is produced. The .vcd files are translated into stimulus fi
that is to convert the input states into vectors (.vec), and will be used
power consumption measurement in Nanosim.

The stimuli for four adder candidates except CSA with different pipeli
stages are identical in order to evaluate the structures with respect to
time-power tradeoffs.

4.2.5  Power Consumption Simulation

Nanosim is an accurate simulation tool for a transistor-level design. Both
vector/stimulus files and the netlist files are used in the work to simulate
power consumed in the designs.

The RMS Current value is used as the results, which means the effective
rent or Root Mean Square current of an AC signal. It is defined as the
current which gives the same average power as that of the AC signal.

The final results are comparative in that they are using the same techno
under the same supply voltages, same frequency, same stimuli, and
sured in the same temperature. All the functionalites are verified both
and post-synthesis.
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
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Recently, the importance of designing VLSI chips with low power consum
tion has been highlighted. Power consumption, the power which is c
sumed by a device during the execution of its logical operation, is the s
as the power which is dissipated as heat by the device. The optimal desi
the primitives such as adders is important since larger and more com
blocks will benefit from these primitives.

In this thesis, all the designs are implemented using a standard library
0.35 m CMOS process. The functionality of the implementation has b

verified at a temperature of 25 C. All the results are tested under the s
supply voltage of 3.3V, and a clock frequency of 10 MHz to accomodate
slowest adder.

The analysis is based on the VHDL implementation and the compariso
results of each kind adder structure. The analysis is performed in term
area, speed for the four types of adders, and power consumption of thr
them.

5.1   Area

It is easy to understand that the circuit area increases as the word length
number of bits) of an adder increases. Of the four adders investigated in
thesis, results show that at the gate level, the sequence from the smalles

µ
°
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to the largest area is: RCA, CSEL, CSA and CLA, both with and witho
pipelining.

Obviously, ripple carry adder has the least chip area because of its simp
in structure. CLA is the most area consuming, as we can see from Cha
3.2, the structure complexity of implementing the carry output is dram
cally increased as the bit width doubles. Furthermore, from Figure 13 (
(e), the influence of pipelining to the area is shown. For any kind of add
pipelining gives more area because of the insertion of registers. Howe
the additional registers do not influence the area increase very much.
reason for that is because of the design. Only those bits that are needed
carried to the next stage are pipelined. The registers for pipelining is
small compared to the whole chip area that they give only very small a
expansion.

5.2   Speed

The speed of adders is very important for any ASIC design. In this the
the delay is measured directly from LeonardoSpectrum of the critical pat
a circuit, also called the worse case input, which causes the carry to ri
from the least significant bit to the most significant bit.

In the case without pipeling, when the input bits are doubled or tripled,
delay of RCA is approximately doubled or tripled as well, which can not
practically used. CLA and CSEL are both circuit speed improving compa
with RCA, by using their particular structure to shorten the critical pa
CSA is independent of input bits and behaves as a full adder in speed
thus the fastest one in the four adders.
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Fig. 13 Circuit area compari-
son of four adder candidates.

(a)

(b)

(e)

(d)
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Pipelining has been theoretically proved to reduce the delay. From Figur
(a) - (e), the pipeline technique does present advantage for increasing th
cuit speed, in other words, increasing the frequency that the circuit can w
at. An adder with three pipeline stages is faster than that with two sta
and is slower than that with four pipeline stages. Pipelining yields ab
30% - 40% faster when an optimized 2 pipeline stage is put into effect
RCA, CLA and CSEL, that is to shorten the critical path by half. Pipelinin
however, does not bring any benefit to CSA. The delay of an n-bit CSA
the same as a one-bit full adder since the carry vector in each pipeline s
passes through registers without influence the others.

5.3   Power Consumption

Power consumption is under more and more consideration in modern e
tronic engineering field. As the CMOS process techniques tend to be m
elaborated, higher demand on the power a circuit may consume is m
restricted.

For the four adder structures investigated in this thesis, CSA is unique fo
uncomparability to the other three adders. The reason is that CSA has
input vectors (A, B and C) compared to the others, which have two inp
vectors (A and B) in addition to a single bit carry input (Cin). Therefore in
this section, all the description and comparison are only suitable for R
CLA and CSEL.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 14  Circuit delay compari-
son of four adder candidates.
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Power dissipation increases when the input word bits are increased. RC
the least power consuming structure. Pipelining also presents its advan
in decreasing power. Figure 15 (a) - (e) gives the measurements the p
each adder candidate consumes from Nanosim. The results show tha
power consumption decreases under the circumstances that the pip
stages are optimized, that is, similar numbers of input bits are assigne
each pipeline stage in an adder so that the delay differences betwee
pipeline stages are as small as possible to make the adder fast.

The power saved by inserting registers is about 2% - 6%, and the more
pipelining stages, the less the power consumes. One reason for that
switching activity. The switching activities in a large number of data bus
very power consuming. Pipelining efficiently reduces power by limiting t
switching activities which were going all the way through the whole da
path into several blocks. In this way, more numbers of pipelining me
lower power dissipated.

Another reason for pipelining to decrease power is the glitch reduct
Glitches are spurious transitions due to finite propagation delays from
logic block to the next [6]. In the design, the power is saved by balancing
signal path by optimizing the pipeline stages. It is presented in [6] that
ancing all signal paths and reducing the logic depth is important for m
mizing the extra transitions and power. Also, reducing the logic depth
reduce the supply voltage while keeping throughput fixed, which sa

power based on the equationPswitching α0 1→ CLVdd
2

f clk=
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 15  Power Consumption
comparison of three adder
candidates.
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
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6.1   Conclusion

The work is based on real circuit layout and is implemented using a 0
m technology based standard cell library, a 3.3V low power logic libra

The standard cell descriptions include transistor models and capacita
characterised and developed from the actual silicon process. The layou
simulation tools have been used to make relative judgements on the p
efficiency of various adders, so the effects of inaccuracies due to simula
and process modelling difficulties have been minimised.

Transistor level designs are used in a Nanosim simulation to obtain po
measures. For the structures without pipelining, the ripple carry adder
approximately 72% of the instances used in CLA, is 200% slower in sp
compared to CLA, and consumes 97% the power of CLA. Compared w
CSEL, RCA is 83% in area used, 140% in delay, and 70% in power c
sumption.

It is application dependent to choose from the four adders. Except for C
pipelining is proved to be high efficiency in saving energy. Based on
design and implementation in the thesis work, CLA is the most power ec
omized and fastest, while it is the largest area consuming.

µ
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A further extension to this study is presented about pipelining, which inv
tigates the performance when a much larger range of adder structures
word lengths are compared. Some levels of pipelining efficiently reduce
latency and save power without much area increasing. One of the intere
results presented is the relationship between the silicon complexity of
adder structures and their area and power performance. The greater le
interconnect means greater power consumed, that is, far more levels pip
ing expotentially increase the interconnect, in other words, the circuit co
plexity.

6.2   Future work

The emphasis of this thesis work is firmly on technology and circuit le
optimisation rather than the higher level architectural optimisation. Ho
ever, large power reduction can be achieved at high level [3]. Also, low le
(physical level) design can save power such as Vdd and VT reduction, capac-
itance reduction, etc [3].
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APPENDIX
--      **************************************************
--      *   Non-Pipelined adder structures
--      *   parameterized word length
--      *   ripple carry adder
--      *   /home/tde/lanw/vhdl/src/rca/rca.vhdl
--      *
--      *   VHDL code by Lan Wei
--      *   Division of Electronic System
--      *   Department of Electrical Engineering - ISY
--      *   Linkoping University
--      *   in Mar. 2003
--      **************************************************

library IEEE;
USE IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
use work.par_pkg.all;

entity adderN is
   port (a    : in std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 0);
             b    : in std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 0);
             cin,clock : in std_logic;
            sum  : out std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 0);
            cout : out std_logic);
end adderN;

-- structural implementation of the N-bit adder
architecture structural of adderN is

begin
   p1: process(clock,a,b,cin)
     variable carry: std_logic;
   begin
      carry := cin;

    if (clock’event and clock = ’1’) then
          for i in 0 to (bit_width-1) loop
            sum(i) <= (a(i) xor b(i)) xor carry;
            carry  := (a(i) and b(i)) or (carry and a(i)) or (carry or b(i));
          end loop;
     end if;
      cout<= carry;
      end process p1;
end structural;
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--      **************************************************
--      *   Pipelined adder structures
--      *   parameterized pipelining stage
--      *   ripple carry adder
--      *   /home/tde/lanw/vhdl/src/rca/pipe_rca.vhdl
--      *
--      *   VHDL code by Lan Wei
--      *   Division of Electronic System
--      *   Department of Electrical Engineering - ISY
--      *   Linkoping University
--      *   in Mar. 2003
--      **************************************************

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use work.iscas1.all;
use work.par_pkg.all;
use work.DFF.all;

entity pipeline_rca is

  port(  signal  clock : in std_logic;
   a,b  : in std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 0);

                           cin  : in std_logic;
                         sum  : out std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 0);
                          cout : out std_logic);
  end pipeline_rca;

architecture structural of pipeline_rca is
  type IARRAY is array (natural range <>) of integer;

begin
        process(clock,a,b,cin)
                variable low_index, high_index, index : integer;

variable temp_sum  : std_logic_vector(sum’range);
variable temp_cout, temp_cin, regout: std_logic;
constant p_level   : iarray(0 to 1) :=(4,4);

begin
                          temp_cin := cin;
                          low_index := 0;

if (clock’event and clock = ’1’) then
                          for i  in p_level’low to p_level’high loop
                            index := p_level(i);
                            high_index := (index-1)+low_index;
                            ripple_adder(a(high_index downto low_index), b(high_index downto low_index), temp
 temp_sum(high_index downto low_index), temp_cout);
                          reg(clock, temp_cout, regout);

                           low_index := high_index + 1;
           temp_cin := regout;

   end loop;

  sum <= temp_sum;
      cout<= temp_cout;

        end if;
end process;
end structural;
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--      **************************************************
--      *   Pipelined adder structures
--      *   parameterized pipelining stage
--      *   ripple adder function of carry select adder
--      *   /home/tde/lanw/vhdl/src/csel/iscas1.vhdl
--      *
--      *   VHDL code by Lan Wei
--      *   Division of Electronic System
--      *   Department of Electrical Engineering - ISY
--      *   Linkoping University
--      *   in Mar. 2003
--      **************************************************

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
package iscas1 is
  procedure ripple_adder(   a,b    : in  std_logic_vector;
                     cin    : in  std_logic;
                     sum    : out std_logic_vector;
                    cout   : out std_logic);
end iscas1;

package body iscas1 is
  function xor3(a,b,c  : in std_logic) return std_logic is
  begin
return(a xor b xor c);
  end xor3;

  procedure ripple_adder(
   a,b    : in  std_logic_vector;
   cin    : in  std_logic;
   sum    : out std_logic_vector;
   cout   : out std_logic) is
  variable c : std_logic_vector((a’high - a’low + 1) downto 0);
  begin

c(0) := cin;
for i in 0 to (a’high - a’low ) loop
    sum(i+sum’low) := xor3(a(i+a’low), b(i+b’low),c(i));
    c(i+1) := (a(i+a’low) and b(i+b’low)) or (c(i) and (a(i+a’low) or b(i+b’low)));
end loop;

cout := c(c’high);
  end ripple_adder;
end iscas1;
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--      **************************************************
--      *   Pipelined adder structures
--      *   parameterized pipelining stage
--      *   block structure of carry select adder
--      *   /home/tde/lanw/vhdl/src/csel/csl_pkg.vhdl
--      *
--      *   VHDL code by Lan Wei
--      *   Division of Electronic System
--      *   Department of Electrical Engineering - ISY
--      *   Linkoping University
--      *   in Mar. 2003
--      **************************************************

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use work.iscas1.all;

package csl is

  type IARRAY is array (natural range <>) of integer;

  procedure carry_select(  signal    clock   : in std_logic;
                                               groups  : iarray;
                                               a,b     : in std_logic_vector;
                                               cin     : in std_logic;
                                               sum     : out std_logic_vector;
                                               cout    : out std_logic);
  end csl;

package body csl is

  procedure carry_select( signal clock : in std_logic;
                          groups: iarray;
                          a,b   : in std_logic_vector;
                          cin   : in std_logic;
                         sum   : out std_logic_vector;
                         cout  : out std_logic)
  is

  variable low_index, high_index, index : integer;
  variable temp_cin: std_logic;
  variable temp_sum_a, temp_sum_b : std_logic_vector(sum’range);
  variable carry_selects          : std_logic_vector(groups’range);
  variable carry_zero     : std_logic_vector(groups’low to (groups’high-1));
  variable carry_one  : std_logic_vector(groups’low to (groups’high-1));

  begin

low_index := 0;
  for i in groups’low to groups’high loop

            index := groups(i);
    high_index := (index-1)+low_index;

    if (i=0) then
       ripple_adder(a(high_index downto low_index), b(high_index downto low_index), cin,
 sum(high_index downto low_index), carry_selects(i));
    else
       ripple_adder(a(high_index downto low_index),b(high_index downto low_index), ’0’,
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temp_sum_a(high_index downto low_index), carry_zero(i-1));
               ripple_adder(a(high_index downto low_index),b(high_index downto low_index), ’1’,
temp_sum_b(high_index downto low_index), carry_one(i-1));

               if temp_cin = ’0’ then
                  sum(high_index downto low_index) := temp_sum_a(high_index downto low_index);
               else
                  sum(high_index downto low_index) := temp_sum_b(high_index downto low_index);
               end if;

       carry_selects(i) := (carry_selects(i-1) and carry_one(i-1)) or carry_zero(i-1);
             end if;

      low_index := high_index + 1;
    end loop;

     cout := carry_selects(groups’high);

  end carry_select;

end csl;

--      **************************************************
--      *   Pipelined adder structures
--      *   parameterized pipelining stage
--      *   carry select adder
--      *   /home/tde/lanw/vhdl/src/csel/pipe_csel.vhdl
--      *
--      *   VHDL code by Lan Wei
--      *   Division of Electronic System
--      *   Department of Electrical Engineering - ISY
--      *   Linkoping University
--      *   in Mar. 2003
--      **************************************************

library IEEE;
USE IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
use work.par_pkg.all;
use work.csl.all;

entity pipe_csel is

   port( signal  clock : std_logic;
          a,b  : in std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 0);
          cin  : in std_logic;
          cout : out std_logic;
          sum  : out std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 0));
end pipe_csel;

architecture structural of pipe_csel is

begin

process(clock, a,b,cin)
                variable temp_sum : std_logic_vector(sum’range);
                variable temp_cout : std_logic;
                constant groups   : IARRAY(0 to 1) := (4,4);
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        begin

if clock’event and clock = ’1’ then
   carry_select(clock, groups, a,b,cin, temp_sum, temp_cout);

end if;
        sum <= temp_sum;
        cout <= temp_cout;
end process;
end structural;

--      **************************************************
--      *   Non-Pipelined adder structures
--      *   parameterized word length
--      *   carry look-ahead adder
--      *   /home/tde/lanw/vhdl/src/cla/cla.vhdl
--      *
--      *   VHDL code by Lan Wei
--      *   Division of Electronic System
--      *   Department of Electrical Engineering - ISY
--      *   Linkoping University
--      *   in Mar. 2003
--      **************************************************

library IEEE;
USE IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
use work.par_pkg.all;

ENTITY cla IS
port   (clock : in std_logic;
         x_in      : in std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 0);
         y_in      : in std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 0);
      carry_in  : in std_logic;
         sum       : out std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 0);
    carry_out : out std_logic);
END cla;

architecture structural of cla is
signal h_sum : std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 0);
signal carry_generate   : std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 0);
signal carry_propagate  : std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 0);
signal carry_in_internal: std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 1);

begin
h_sum <= x_in xor y_in;
carry_generate <= x_in and y_in;
carry_propagate<= x_in or y_in;

process(carry_generate, carry_propagate, carry_in_internal,clock)
begin
  if clock’event and clock = ’1’ then

   carry_in_internal(1) <= carry_generate(0) or (carry_propagate(0) and carry_in);
   inst:  for i in 1 to (bit_width-2) loop
     carry_in_internal(i+1) <= carry_generate(i) or (carry_propagate(i) and carry_in_internal(i));
   end loop;
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   carry_out <= carry_generate(bit_width-1) or (carry_propagate(bit_width-1) and
 carry_in_internal(bit_width-1));

   sum(0) <= h_sum(0) xor carry_in;
  sum(bit_width-1 downto 1) <= h_sum(bit_width-1 downto 1) xor carry_in_internal(bit_width-1
 downto 1);
  end if;
end process;
end structural;

--      **************************************************
--      *   Non-Pipelined adder structures
--      *   parameterized word length
--      *   carry save adder
--      *   /home/tde/lanw/vhdl/src/csa/csa.vhdl
--      *
--      *   VHDL code by Lan Wei
--      *   Division of Electronic System
--      *   Department of Electrical Engineering - ISY
--      *   Linkoping University
--      *   in Mar. 2003
--      **************************************************

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use work.par_pkg.all;

entity csa is

  port(  signal  clock : in std_logic;
                         a,b,c  : in std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 0);

                           sum    : out std_logic_vector(bit_width-1 downto 0);
                           carry  : out std_logic_vector(bit_width downto 1));
end csa;

architecture structural of csa is

begin

        process(clock,a,b,c)

begin

                  if clock’event and clock = ’1’ then

                            for i in 0 to bit_width-1 loop
                              sum(i) <= a(i) xor b(i) xor c(i);
                              carry(i+1) <= (a(i) and b(i)) or (a(i) and c(i)) or (b(i) and c(i));
                            end loop;  -- i

        end if;
end process;
end structural;
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